where we adopt the convention that K( ) = +1 if is rational. We say that has bounded partial quotients if K( ) is nite. We also set 
The last term in (1. The continued fraction of a +b c +d can be directly computed from that for , as was observed in 1894 by Hurwitz 9] , who gave an explicit formula for the continued fraction of 2 in terms of that of . In 1912 Châtelet 2] gave an algorithm for computing the continued fraction of a +b c +d from that of , and in 1947 Hall 7] also gave a method. Let M(n; Z) denote the set of n n integer matrices. In connection with the bound of Theorem 1.1, Davenport 6] observed that for each irrational and prime p there exists some integer 0 a < p such that 0 = + a p has in nitely many partial quotients a n ( 0 ) p. Mend es France 13] then showed that there exists some 0 = + a p having the property that a positive proportion of the partial quotients of 0 have a n ( 0 ) p.
Some other related results appear in Mend es France 11, 12] . Basic facts on continued fractions appear in 1,8,10,18].
Badly Approximable Numbers
Recall that the continued fraction expansion of an irrational real number = a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :] is determined by = a 0 + 0 ; 0 < 0 < 1 ; and for n 1 by the recursion 1 n?1 = a n + n ; 0 < n < 1 :
The n-th complete quotient n of is n := 1 n = a n ; a n+1 ; a n+2 ; : : :] :
The n-th convergent pn qn of is p n q n = a 0 ; a 1 ; : : : ; a n ] ; whose denominator is given by the recursion q ?1 = 0; q 0 = 1, and q n+1 = a n+1 q n + 
Proof. This is immediate from (2.2) and (2.4). Although we do not use it in the sequel, we note that both inequalities in (2.7) can be slightly improved. Since q n (a n + 1)q n?1 , (2.1) yields q n jjq n jj 1 n+1 + qn?1 qn 1 a n+1 + 1=(a n + 1) : Since a n K 1 ( ) from some point on, this and (2.4) yield jc + djx = qjpd ? qbj 1 :
It follows that qa ? pc 6 = 0 provided that (4.8) 1
x > jc + dj : We next treat the case when qa ? pc 6 = 0. Now from the de nition of L( ) we see (4.9) jqa ? pcj jj(qa ? pc) jj 1
Given > 0, we may choose q so that 1 x L( ) ? , and we obtain from (4.6) and Multiplying this by c q and applying it to the left side of (4.10) yields Remarks. (1) . The proof method of Theorem 4.1 can also be used to directly prove the bounds (4.14) 1
of Theorem 3.2, from which Theorem 1.1 can be easily deduced. The lower bound in (4.14) follows from the upper bound as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We sketch a proof of the upper bound in (4.14) for the case = a +b c +d with c 6 = 0. For any > 0 and all su ciently large( ), we have (4.15) q jjq jj 1 L 1 ( ) + : We choose q = q n ( ) for su ciently large n, and note that q = jq n ( )a ? p n ( )cj ! 1 as n ! 1, since is irrational. We can then replace (4.9) by (4.15), and then deduce (4.11) with L( ) replaced by L 1 ( )+ . Letting q ! 1, ! 0 and ! 0 in that order yields the upper bound in (4.14).
(2). For a given matrix M consider the set of attainable ratios 
